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Ex post Moral Hazatd in Crop Insurance:
Costly State Verification or Falsification?
Roderick M Rejesusl
AesrRAgl
This article exatnines tlle ertent to uhich actual crop insumnce indemnification
behnuiour conforms to th.e theoretical predictions of tuo et post moral ltazard.
models
costlg state ueifi.cation and costlg state falsification
th.en
- and.
eryIores-ullrctlrcr the closelA conforming model can indeed help d.eter
ex post
moral tnzard in tlrc United States (US) crop insurance program. The results suggest thnt indemnif.cation behauiour in crop insurance is more in line uith the
costlq state ueifiantion model. Follorting the theoreticnl predictiors of firc costIg state ueification model, lwuteuer, mag not be the optimal policg to deter ex
post mnral hazerd since it is possible for insured producers to deceiue loss
adjusters arulfor loss magnitudes to ,-Lot be truthfuttg uerirted.

1. INTRoDUcfloN
There is substantial agricultura-l economic literature about moral haza_rd in
the US crop insurance progra:l.z However, these studies rnainly dealt with
hidden action or ex ante moral hazard, where the insured takes less care to
prevent a loss than they would if uninsured. In ttris case, the insured possess
as5rmmetric information about thei likeljhood of suffering insurable losses
and t}le incentive problem exists prior to the resolution of uncertaint5r.
Anottrer aspect of moral. hazard that has not been fully explored in the crop
insurance context is ex post moral haaard. Here the asymmetric information
held by t]1e insured involves the actual magnitude of the economic loss and
the incentive problem exists lollowing the resoludon of uncertainry. Therefore,
ex post moral hazard is normally taken as sJmonymous to insurance fraud
because it occurs a-fter the resolution of uncertaintlr.
Since t]'e early 1990s, the need to reduce Aaud in the US crop insuiance
program has been a recognized priority of ttre US Congress, the US
Department of Agriculture (USDA), and the USDA,s Risk Management Agency
(RMA). Curent estimates reveal that approximately 5 per cent of all crop
insurance clairns may be associated with fraud (US General Accounting Ofnce,
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1999). Therefore, in order to help govem:nent policy makers develop strategies

that can mitigate fraud behaviour, it is imPortant to understand the theoretica1 underpinnings of crop insurance indemnilication behaviour aimed to deter
fraud and to assess whether these theoretical predictions can mitigate fraud
behaviour given tl:e current crop insurance policy structure.
The theoretica-l literature on how to optrmally deter ex post moral hazard
costly state veri.fication or costInay be divided into two distinct paradigms
paradigm attributed to
veri.fication
costly
state
The
ly state falsification.

Townsend (19791 is where t]:e insured knows the actual magrritude of ttre loss
ald the insurer can observe that loss only by incurring a fixed morritoring
cost. Therefore, in this setting, the insurer can choose to elirdnate the informational advantage of the insured., but in so doing must incur some cost' The
relevant economic problem here is to find an optimal contract that utilizes the
cosfly monitoring technolory in an e{ficient fastrion.
In the costly state falsification parad'igrn, attr-ibuted to Lacker and Weinberg
techt19S9), it is assumed ttrat there is no economically feasible monitoring
tJ:e
informationa'l
to
alleviate
insurer
nologr that can be implemented by the
asymmetry. In this model the main assumption is that the insured's pril"ate
iniormation on the magnitude of t]1e actual loss is imnutable. Costly state falsification occurs because the insured is able to manufacture an observed
claim that exceed.s the loss actua.lly suffered, by incurring a resource cost' The
mdn economic problem in this case is to Iind an optimal contract that balances the need for insuralce to smooth income wit]1 ttre incentives for ctraims
falsfication that insurance payments provide.
In the crop insurance area, Hyde and Vercam:nen (1997) is the only study
that addressed the issue of optimal contract form in the presence of ex post
moral hazard. However, their focus is mainly on the implications for optimal
contract form under the condition of costJy state verii.cation - both with and
without hidden action moral hazard. Although cosdy state falsification is
somewhat addressed in ttre paper it was not the mdn focus of the modeling
effort. Their purely theoretical findings suggest that the costly state veriflcation model more accurately coincides with many important features of actual
crop insulance contracts. Aside from Hyde and Vercammen (1997) there has
been no pubLished study in the crop insurance area t-llat addressed ttre issue
of both costly state verifrcation and costly state ialsitrcation' Furthermore, no
study has yet investigated whether the theoretical predictions from the costly
atate verification model or the costly state falsifrcation model more closely
reflect the actual indemnifrcation behaviour in the crop insurance markets'
Only Crocker and Tennyson (1999), who used actual claims data from bodily
injury
liability insurance, have empirically examined these predictions'
This article examines the extent to which actual crop insuralce indemrritrcation behaviour conforms to the theoretical predictions of the two ex post
moral hazard mod.els. Ttris allows us to identi-fu which of the two models can
potentially explain actual crop insurance indemrrification behaviour and dis-
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cuss whether the model used carr indeed optimally deter ex post moral in the
US crop ilsuralce program. The paper proceeds as follows. Ffst, we review
tl.e economically optima-l contract design and the coresponding theoretica_l
predictions to deter ex post moral hazard, for tfre case of costly state verilication and falsilication, respectively. Then we use actua_l crop jnsurance data to
empirically determine which ex post moral hazard model more closely coilcides with actual behaviour. Then we discuss t1le appropdateness of using
this tlreoretical paradigm to deter ex post mora.l lnazatd jn practice, given the
current st-rucfure of the US crop insurance program.

2. Tlreony

I Costlg state ueification
The costly state verification paradigm is attributed to the work of Townsend
(f979) and has been examined in an insurance context bv Dionne and Viala
{1992), Kaplow (1994), and Bond and Crocker (1997). The theoretical predictions elucidated here are based on the work of Bond and Crocker fl997't and
are discussed in the context of multiple peril crop insurance (MpCI). ln this
model ttrere exists a continuum ofrisk averse fanmers, each of which possess
a von Neumann Morgenstern utilit5r function {{WJ, where I,{ is the wea_lth of
a farmer in state i. This wealth is a function of prolits derived from his farming operation and his assets. Assume that each farmer has the same initial
wealth I,l/, but may suIler some financial loss due to adverse yields with probability n. Further assume t] at when a farmer suffers a loss it is publicly
obsewable, but the rnegrritude of that loss is private information to the farmer
suffering the loss. The actua-l loss can be verified, however, if the insurer bears
the fixed monitoring cost y. Moreover, it is assumed that the farmer canlot
ta-ke actions that have the effect of manipulating the monitorjng cost .y.
Conditional on the farmer suffering a loss due to low yields, the actua.l magnitude of tfrat loss is denoted as.xand is distributed on
[x, i] according to the
probabiliff densit5r function g.
In this situation, an insurance a-llocation A = {p,r(x)} consists of an insurance premium p, which is paid by the farmer prior to experiencing any loss,
and a state-contingent indemrrity payment, r{-d. The farmer,s expected utilitv
can then be expressed as:
i

v(A) = n[UW - p - x+r(xl)g(xldx+(r-

x[](w p)

(U

4

The profit of the insurer can also be written as:

. .,
t .Itl/j,lut|= p fi t,
lrlxlqlxld..x. ylt lctlxldx

(21

'M

where M

c [x,-]denotes the range of losses where the insurer mordtors
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monitoring region). An insura-nce contract C = lA,Mj is a specilication of both
ar allocation A, and, a morritoring region, M.
The magnitude of the actual loss is private iniormation to the faimer, which
places constraints on the structure of a.rr implementable insurance contract.
For example, to obtain truthful revelation of the actual loss due to adverse
yields by the farmer in the no-monitoring region M", the optinal contract must
specify a constant payment 7 for such losses. Ifnot, the insured farmer would
always elect to report the magnitude of loss associated with the highest indemnity in M". In addition, were the payment in M' to exceed ttrat associated with
a portion of the monitoring region M, then the insr]red farmer would elect to
misrepresent any losses in this region of M. Formally, the incentive constraints created by tJre informational asymmetries of this model require that
an optima-l contract satisfies:

l=t for xeM'
[>r for xeM

(3)

r(xl = <

is a consta-nt and M' is the complement of M.
Therefore, al optimal crop insurance contract with costly state verilication
is a solution to the problem that maxinizes farmer's expected utilitSr in (1) subject to the incentive constraints in (3) and the zero profit constraint for the
insurers [I(A,M) > O. Following this maxi:nization, the optimal crop insurance
contract with costly state verifcation entails a fixed payment r and no monitoring for losses less tfral a critical value m(> r)' Furthermore, ttre insured
farmer is monitored and receives full indemnity (r{x)=x) for losses exceeding m.
In other words, an optimal contract entails no monitoring and a fixed indemnity payment for smal1 losses, and modtodng with fuIl loss indemnification
for more adverse outcomes (Figure 1). Formal proof of this general result can
be seen in Bond and Crocker (1997) and a proof is also expressed vrithin a
crop insurance context in Hyde and Vercammen (1997). Note also that as the
cost of monitoring y declines, both m and i decline as well, resulting in an
expansion of the monitoring region M = (m, xl. In the extreme case of costless
monitoring (y = 0), insurers veri.ff all slaim5 (.lt{ = [x,7] and the insured farmers receive full indemnity for their losses (r(x)=x for every n).

where

F

Ftgure 1. Optlmal indemnlflcatlon proflle wlth costly state verlflcatlon
indemnity
./ 45"

x

loss magnitude
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II Costlg state falsif,cation
The cosfly state falsilication paradigm was first attributed to Lacker and
Weinberg (1989) and subsequently extended by Crocker a_nd Morgan (1998).
We follow the format of Crocker and Morgan (1993) irr the discussion here.
Again we consider a setting in which farmers possess a von Neumann
Morgenstern utility function U(l4zJ, where 14{ is the wealth of a farmer in state
i. As before, all falmers have the same utility function Uand initial wealth W,
and may suffer a financia1 loss due to adverse yields x =e [r,t], t]re magrritude of which is assumed to be private information to the farmer suffering the
loss. Under this paradigm, the famer can generate an observed clain g that
differs from the actual loss x suftrered due to adverse yie1ds.3 The difference
between the farmer's actual loss and the loss observed by the insurer, I x - y | ,
is defined here as claims falsifrcation. In order to falsify a claim, the insured
farmer incurs a falsification cost s(rc - g), which is assumed to be an increasing function of the amount of falsification.
Assuming that the actual loss is x, the farmer,s final wealth can be
expressed as:

w-x+r-s(x-al

(4)

where ris the indemnity paJrment. Letting n be the probability of a loss occurring due to adverse yields, / be the distribution of the loss magnitudes given
that some loss has occurred, and p be the prenriurn paid by the farmer prior
to the loss occurring, the farmer's expected utility can be written as:
i

l-,,..vlc)= nlulw

+r p-x s(x-gllf(xldx+(L x\U(w - p)

(s)

4

In tlris case the insurance contract C =(r,g,pl is a specification ofa constant
premium p, and an indemnity payment r associated with each observed claim
y. The profit of the insurer carr be written as:
f , , ^.
.
Iflu)=trf-filrlxlllxvx

(6)

The revelation principle is used here to characterize a solution because the
magnitude of actual loss is pdvate information (Myerson, 1979). Letting
C = lr(*l,g(ill denote the contractual allocation assigned to an insured who
announces his type to bei, incentive compatibility requires that a contract
must sads8, the following constraint:

ulw+44-p-x-s(x-ul4ll > u(w+ lrl
for every x,x'elx,xl

-

p

-x-s(x-g@llJ,

0l

An optirnal insuralce contract for the costly state fa-lsiJication case is a
solution to ttre problem tllat maxilaizes farmer's utility in (5) subject to the
incentive compatibility constraint in (7) and ttre zero profit constraint for the
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insurers lI(A, M) > O. This maxi.mization results in arl optimal insurance conbact for costly state falsification where there is overpayment of small claims
(r > g) and underpa)ment of large claims (r < V). In addition, all insured farmers except those with the smallest (x) or largest (7) possible losses engage in
some claims falsification. Formal proof of ttris theoretical prediction is seen in
Crocker and Morgan (1998).
The optimal contract under costly state falsi.fication is graphicaly depicted
in Figure 2. If insurers are able to costlessly obsewe the actual loss, ttren the
optimal contract coincides with the 4S-degree line and entails full indemnification for any losses suffered. On the other hand, when the actual loss is private iniormation to the farmer and the insurer can on-Iy observe a potentially
falsified claim, the optimal contract exhibits a reduced sensitivity of the
indemnity to the observed cl,aim amount. This feature reduces the returns to
claims falsification. At the extreme, a fixed indemnity payment rcan eliminate
the incentive to falsi$ completely, but this fixed payment does not smooth the
wealth of the farmer over the various loss states. Therefore, ttre optimal contract for the case of costly state falsiication exhibits a tradeoff between reducing incentives for claims falsification and income smoottdng.
Figure 2. OptlEal hdemnltication pronte wtth costly state falslflcatlon
indemrrity

g
3,

loss nagnitude

DATA AND EMPIRICAL METHODS

This study utilizes MPCI data from the Risk Management Agency (RMA) of the
US Department of Agriculture (USDA) for reinsuralce year (RY) 2000. In the
spirit of homogeneity, only MPCI policies for non-irrigated cotton production
are considered for analysis. To further assure a sin lar clairning environment,
cotton iarmers with 65 percent coverage levels, average production history
(APH) of 545 lbs/acre, and price election of $0.6211b arc the only ones considered in the alalysis.a Lirdting the observations allow us to estimate a profile with only one threshold level (m). The threshold level determines the
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deductible in crop insurance contracts. In
deductible ($/acre) is defined as:

a crop insurance context,

Deductible = (1 - Coverage level)*APH*Price

Election

the
(8)

If we do not limit the observations of interest to have the same coverage
level, APH, and price election, ttren deductibles for each observation may di.ffer, and this is not consistent with the theoretical profiles in the preceding section. Given our choices of coverage 1evel, APH, and price election, the
deductible in the empirical analysis here is at $118.261acre.
The RMA dataset contains in-formation about the indemnity pa5rments and
tl:e actual yield magnitudes of insured farmers at the crop unit level.
Indemnities were extracted from RMA's data on each insured's claims record
(Type 21 record) in 2000 and actual yield magnitudes were extracted from
each insured's yield history record (Type 15 record) in 2001. The actual yield
is reported by the insured farmer in the following year's yield history record
(RY 2001 in our case) in order to compute the applicable APH for that year.
Thus, we have yield data for insured producers regardless of whether or not
they have submitted a claim and received an indemnity in RY 2000. The actua1 yield data, coverage level, APH, and price election a-llows us to compute for
ttre loss magnitude ($/acre), defined as follows:
Loss Magnitude

=

APH*Price Election - Actual Yield*Price

Election

(9)

Using the RMA data on loss magnitudes and indemnities paid rnakes it possible to estimate an indemni-fication profile.
The resulting dataset used in the analysis has 175 observations w.ith a
mean indemnity and mean loss magnitude of $138.89/acre and
$239.00/acre, respectively. The standard deviations are $6.16/acre and
$8.77 /acre for the indemnity and loss magnitude, respectively. Indemnity values ranged from zero to $219.5/acre and loss values ranged from zero to
$337.9/acre. The distribution of loss magnitudes and indemnities are reported in Table I (see appendix). Furthermore, ttre resulting dataset had observations from the following states: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Missouri, North
Carolina, South Carolina. ald Texas.
The theoretical predictions in the previous section provide testable
hypotheses about the indemnifrcation behaviour associated with each er-post
mora] hazard paradigm. The costly state verification framework predicts an
indemnification profile where there is a minimum payment of - for any claim
below some tlrreshold m. In ttre case of crop insurance, F= O and the threshold m is determined by equation (8). All claims above the threshold. level
should be fully insured so that the indemnity paid should equal to the actual
loss magnitude (less ttre deductible). In contrast, under the costly state falsification paradigm, the theoretical prediction is that small claims should be
overpaid and large claims underpaid, so ttrat the slope for indemnif payments as a function of the loss magnitude should be less ttran one. Therefore,
--J)-
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these are t]:e two hypotheses that we wish to empirically test using the crop
insurance dataset.
Given these two hypotheses, we are interested in the empirical relationship
between the indemnities paid and the actual loss magnitude. A nonparametric regression technique called locally weighted regression (LOESS)' which is
attuibuted to Cleveland (1979), is used here to estimate this relationship' We
use a nonparametdc approach because we do not want to albitrarily impose
a functional form on the relationship between indemnities and actual loss
magnitudes. Furthernore, this nonpara-metric technique smoothes tfre data
and is robust to potentia.l outliers (Cleveiand', 7979; Hardle, 1990)' LOESS
compromises between a global assr:.rnption of functional form and purely local
averlging by using a w€ighted least squares algorithm. LOESS accommodates
data of the form:
ai = glxi)+

et

(10)

where g is a smooth regression function and e' is a random error with mean
zero and a constant scale. In our case, the dependent variable g represent the
indemnity paid and the independent variable x represents the loss magnitude'
The local' part of LOESS refers to a k-nearest neighbor (K-NN)' type neighborhood. The K-NN is specilied as a proportion a of the n data points to be
used at each point of estimation. There are a va-riety of methods to choose the
proportion or 'bandwidth' (a) in a LOESS procedure' Many of these methods
choose a smoothing paralaeter which ninirnizes a criterion that incorporates
both tightness of fit ald model complexity of the form
ln(6'?) +

v(t)

(r r)

where 61s €rn average residual sum of squares and ry(.) is a pena-lty function
desigrred to decrease with increasing smoothness of fit. Here i is the smoothing matrix of t]le method' This rnatrix satisfies 0 = Lv , where g is the vector
of observed values and ! is the corresponding vector of the predicted values'
Exarnples of specilic criteria obtained with this methodolory are generalized
cro""-.rtlid"tiott (Craven and Wahba, 1979), the classica-l Akaike InJormation
Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1973), and the bias corected Akaike In-formation
Criterion (Hurvich and Simonotr, 1998)'
Here the bias corrected Akaike Information Criterion (BAIC) is used to
choose the appropriate smoothing pafameter. This criterion is given by:

BArc=ntnt.zt-,u*PuJ'

112l

where n is the number of observations ,6t= Trace (I Lf lt - Ll, 6" = Trace
I(I - Lf {I - Dl' andv, = Tfacel. This criterion was chosen because Hurvich and
Simonofl (1998) haJshown that the BAIC avoids the tendency to undersmooth
that often occurs when using the classica-l AIC or generalized cfoss-validation.
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In Figure 3, we see tJlat the bandwidth with the lowest BAIC (BAIC = 1152.26)
is at 0.46 and, thus, this is ttre bandwidth we use for the LOESS.
For each value of .q, the n points are ranked according to tfre absolute value
of their distance from 4, and the k = cn nearest points are identifred. Let
d = lx, - x^lbe the distance from .q to the /cth nearest neighbour x*. A weighted least squares linear regression is fitted to the an points. The weights
ru. (,t, ) decrease as the distance from .4 increases:

LUnw)-w(d'(x.

x,))

(13)

where d tis the inverse of d., (x^ -.4) is the distance of the mth observation (m
= 1,...,k) from .4, and I,[/ is the tricube weight function l,y(u) = (1- u3)s . Thus,
points close to (far from) -4 play a large (small) role in the determinadon of the
fitted gi values. Increasing the neighborhood of points irlluencing the fitted
va-lues increases the overall smoothness of ttre smoothed points.
Fitted values for each ta-rget value are estimated using a first-order polynomial (or a linea.r function) for the defined neighborhood using weighted least
squares. Choosing a pol1'nomia_l of degree 1 is appropriate because it stdkes a
balance between computational ease and ttre need for flexibi.lity to reproduce
patterns in the data (Cleveland, 1979). Thus, tJle 0,'s are chosen to minimize:

E^*^(",\U^-Fo - 9,r-)'

(14)

Note that the p(x,) values are estimated for each target -!.
trlgure 3. Blas.corrected Akalke Informatlon CdterioD (AICI
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Fitted values for (gux) are computed from the p vector that minimizes equation (10) and corresponding regression residua-ls are also computed' The
modei is made tobust' by using computed residuals to reweigh values in the
neighborhood of the target va-Iues. New weighted least square values are estimaled and the proced.ure iterated to estimate the LOESS fitted values'
Outliers have sma.ller robustness weights and do not play a large role in the
estimation of fitted values' In sumrnar5r, LOESS is a nonpa-rametric curve fitting method that starts off with a local polynomiai least squares fit and then
attimpts to make the estimate more robust by using weights from ttre loca-l
neighborhood around the observation point' This procedure gives us a graphicJindemnification proflle that allows us to evaluate whether the crop insurance data coincides with the costly state veri.fication or costly state falsilication model.

4.

RESULTS AND DIScussIoN

The estimated indemnilication profile and tfre scatterplot of the data suggests
that there seems to be no payments for losses below the threshold level
($118.26/acre) and losses above the threshold level seems to be fully indemnilied (Figure 4). At the chosen bandwidth level (46 per cent), the estimated
indemni.fication profile above the threshold level is very close to 45 degrees'
This suggests full indemni.fication at levels above rn. Furthermore, the scatterplot shows that loss magrritudes less ttran m received zero indemnities' This
finding supports the costly state verification paradigrn rnore t-han the costly
state falsification paradigm.
Ftgure 4. Smoothed ftldemnlflcatlon proflte aad scsttet plot of irdemnlty vs'
aJtual loss magrltude lbandntdth = O.+o; epfr = 545; d€ductible = $1f8'251'
Bandwidth =.4€
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d
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?
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To veri.ff the sensitivity of our estimated prolile to changes in the choice of
the bandwidth, we also ran the LOESS estimation procedure at o = 36 per cent
and u. = 56 per cent. The estimated indemlilication profile at o = 36per cent
and cr = 56 per cent is still very similar to the estimated profile at the bptimal,
bandwidth based on the BAIC (Figure 5A and 5B). Thus, the profile is robust
to small deviations from the bandwidth chosen using the BAJC.

Figure 5. SEoothed indemnlflcatlor proflle and scatter plot of lDder|lllty
vs. actual loss maglrltude:
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Ftgure 6. Smoothed indemnlflcatloD protile and scatter plot of lndemlity v8.
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In Figures 4 ald 5, all the observations are included in the LOESS estimation of the proIile, including the obserwations with zero indemnities. In Figure
6, we estimate the indemnity profile only for observations above the threshold
Ievel to remove the possible eflects of the zero indemni$r values in the estimation. This allows us to further explore if there is full indemnilication above the
threshold level. Bandwidth levels at 0.36, 0.46, and 0.56 are used for tllis
LOESS estimation. In general, the estimated profrles still support the costly
state verification paradigm. The estimated profiles in Figure 6 also show that
there is a tendency for overpayment of losses at the Iower loss magnitudes just
above m. This behaviour may be due to the two cases of substantial overpayment at the lower loss levels. However, the estimated proliles still exhibit full
indemni.fication at the higher loss levels even if there are two cases of underpayment at the higher loss levels. Therefore, Figure 6 suggests an indemnification behaviour of overpayments at the lower loss levels and full indemnifrca6on at the h.igher loss levels, ior the monitoring region above the deductible.
This type of indemnifrcation behaviour is not supported by either tlle pure
costly state verilication paradigm or the pure costly state falsification paradigm discussed in the second section of ttris paper.s Nevertheless, the presence of full indemnification at the higher loss magnitudes and no indemnity
payments below m more closely supports the costl.y state verification paradigm
rather than ttre costly state falsilication paradigm.
In summar5r, crop insurance indemnj_fication behaviour appears to follow
the theoretical predictions of the costly state verifrcation paradigm. This
result is consistent with Hyde and Veicarnrnen (1997) where they argue that
the costly state verification paradigm is more in line with actual crop insurance contract form. However, their result is only based on observed features
of existing crop insurance contracts ard not on actual ind.emnifrcation behaviour. Tlris paper shows that actual indemnities paid (based on RMA data) do
indeed more closely follow the costly state vedfcation paradigm. Based on this
result, it seems tlat this paradigm is deemed by the federal crop insurance
policy makers to be an op'irnall contr.act design to help mitigate fraud behaviour by insured crop producers.

5. Cotcr.usrows AND poLlcy rMpLrcATroNS
This paper explores whether actual crop insuralce indemlrry paymenrs more
closely conform to the tfreoretical predictions of either the costly state verification or the costly state falsification models. Using a nonparametric regression technique to estimate tJre crop insurance indemrrification profile for nonirrigated cotton, we found that actual behaviour is more in line with tlrc costly state vedfication paradigm than the costly state falsification paradigm.
The results indicate that insurers seem to indernrrifv based. on the assumDtion dmt it is possible to veri$' actua-l loss magnitude and eliminate the informational asymnetry of the farmer. In crop insurance, losses are indeed verified through crop insurance loss adjusters. Given the existence ofa way to ver-41 -
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losses, indemni.fication based on the costly state verification paradigm
seems to be optimal to deter ex post moraL hazard' However, the optimal
indemnification predicted under the 'pure'cosfly state verification paradigm
discussed here assumes that farmets cannot deceive the loss adjusters and
adjusters always truth.firlly report the actual loss magnitudes (i.e. insured producers cannot manipuliate monitoring costs to deceive adjusters). These
assumptions are not necessarily true and, thus, may inlluence tJle applicability of using the optimal predictions of the !ure' costly state verifrcation model
to deter ex post mora.1 hazard in crop insurance.
For example, the optional unit provision of the crop insurance program,
which allows a farrner to divide his farm into several insurable urfts, makes it
very diflicult for adjusters to veri$r actual yield losses on the farm' A farmer
cal easily shift bushels from one unit to ttre next and it is very dilficult to veri$ which bushels truthfully ca-me from which insurable unit. Furthernore, if
farmers were able to collude with agents and adjusters to falsi$ the magrritude of losses then truthful verification would be impossible. Ttrere has been
anecdotal evidence tJ:at these situations are present in crop insurance, which
indicates that following the theoretica-l predictions of the fiure' costly state
verification model may not reduce ilcentives for fraud behaviour and, hence,
may not be tJre optimal contract design to deter fraud.
Ttrese examples show tlrat tJrere may be room for furttrer study of more
appropriate contract forms or indemnifi.cation schedules when there is a possibility for insureds to manipulaG the truthfu-l verilication of loss magnitudes'
as is probably the case in crop insurance. Recent studies by Bond and Crocker
(1997) and Picard (2000) have extended t]le costly state verification model to
consider the possibility of manipulating monitoring costs by insureds. Indeed,
the extension ofBond and Crocker (1997) may possibly support ttre behaviour
of overpayment in the lower loss magnitudes (within the monitoring region)
observed in our results. However, more in-depth study of existing extensions
of the costly state verifcation model is still needed to ascertain which particular indemlilication profile may be optimal for crop insurance. Moreover,
studies of contract forms to deter collusion of insured producers and adjusters
may also help in determirfng ttre optimal contract to deter fraud in crop insurance.
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Appnwox

Table

l. Distrlbution

of loss magnltude (xf and tndemntty (yl
for cotton. 2OOO
lnss Magniade ($/ ate)

Range

<

100

lO0<x<2O0
2O0<x<300
300<x<4OO

Mean
5.10
158.08
254.73
327.22

St Deu

t

o<

6.67
4.47
1.19

Rdnge

2l
44
83

Cumulatiue
percenlage,
15.43
52.57

100.00

Indemnitg ($/ acre)

<50

5O<y<

Frequencg

lOO

1OO<y<150
15Ocy<2OO
2OOcy<25O

2.O7

37

76.54
126.54
179.87

3.74
2.85
2.41

16

22

2r3.75

o.7

r

62

38

21.14
30.29
42.46
64.57
100.o0

ENDNoTES

I. Assista-nt Professor, Depaitment of Agriculturat ald Applied Economics, Texas Tech
University, Box 42132, Lubbock, 'IX 79409-2132. E-mail: roderick.rejesu@ttu.edu. I
would like to thank Mike Cross for providing the dataset used in this anatysis. Helpful
corr.Eents frorc. Gary Schnitkey, Tom Knight, and the participants of the 2OO2 SERAIEG meetings are also greatly appreciated. Th€ author is, of course, responsible for al.l
remailaillg errofs,
2. Knight and Coble (1997) give an excellent review of the crop insurance literature
since 1980, including a review of the literature on moral hazard in crop insuralce3. In this case, a fanner exerts effort to physically alter apparent yield and alter t}Ie
magnitude of the loss. This cal be done in a variety of ways such as feeding grain to
stock, hiding grain olf-farm, hiding grain in concealed on-farm storage, collude with
adjusters to alter loss magnitude, and/or seuing part of the production in the name of
a relative (i.e. son-in-Iaw, son).
4. The alalysis here was also applied to data with other APH levels aside from the one
reported in this paper. Ho\riever, the reason for choosing the particular APH, price electioo, and coverage level combination reported irl. tltis paper is because it is the one wit-h
the highest number of obsereations. Note that the results of the alalysis for other APH
levels afe similar to the results reported. These results are available from the autlor
upon request,

5. Although this indeurnification behaviour is not supported by the 'pure' costly state
verification model, theoretical predictions of a special case of the costly state verifica-
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tion paradigm somewhat follows the observed behaviour here. Bond and Crocker

(199fl showed that fuIl indemnification at the higher loss states within the monitoring
region arld overpalrment at the lower loss states wittrin the monitoring region may be
an optirnal contract when the insured car manipul,ate the costs of monitoring and
when the insurer carl observe the actual cost of monitoring- Note that in the'pure' cost1y state verification model it is assumed tlat farmers cannot tal<e actions tltat have the
efiect of manipulating the monitofing cost.
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